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　2012年7月4日、世界の素粒子物理学者たちが待ち
望む、ひとつの素粒子が見つかった。物質に質量を与
えた起源とされるヒッグス粒子の発見である。
ヒッグス粒子の存在が予言されたのは1964年。素粒
子物理学を体系づけた「標準理論」（4ページ参照）が
確立されたのは、1970年代半ばのことである。1990

年代以降、素粒子物理学は飛躍的な発展を遂げたが、
「標準理論」に含まれる17種類の粒子のうち、ヒッグ
ス粒子だけが、20世紀中にその姿をとらえられずに
いた。
　ヒッグス粒子の発見は、ほぼ半世紀に及ぶ素粒子物
理学者たちの絶えざる探索の賜物である。「標準理論」

の正しさが証明されたことに、研究者たちは色めき立
った。ヒッグス粒子の存在を予言したピーター・ヒッ
グス博士とフランソワ・アングレール博士は、発見の
翌年（2013年）、その栄誉を讃えられ、ノーベル物理
学賞を受賞した。「物質とは何か」に挑み続けた研究
者たちの探求は終幕するかに見えた。
　だが、科学史を彩るこの偉大なニュースも、素粒子
物理学にとっては通過点でしかない。発見されたヒッ
グス粒子は新たな謎（5ページ参照）を突きつけ、天文
観測の成果や宇宙物理学の発展に伴い、「標準理論」
はその限界がかねてから指摘されている。宇宙に存在
すると考えられる物質やエネルギーのうち、「標準理

ヒッグス粒子の発見が
意味すること。
科学史に残る偉大な発見は、新たな舞台の幕開けにすぎなかった。

　ヒッグス粒子は、素粒子物理学の世界的な研究
拠点CERN（欧州合同原子核研究機構）で発見された。
世界最大の衝突エネルギーを誇るLHC（大型ハド
ロン衝突型加速器）という加速器と、ATLASと
CMSという2つの高精細な検出器によって、ヒッ
グス粒子の存在が突き止められた。
　ATLASとCMSは、実験グループの名前でもあ
る。両者は成果を競うライバルであり、素粒子か
ら物質と宇宙の根源に迫ることを夢見る同志でも
ある。両グループには世界中から3,000人規模の
研究者が集い、ATLASには日本の17機関から、
学生含めて約160名が参加する（そのうちおよそ
40名が東京大学の研究者・学生である）。
　微細な素粒子は、肉眼でとらえることはできな
い。高精細な検出器によって素粒子のわずかな挙
動を感知し、記録された膨大なデータを解析して
その痕跡に迫る。日本の研究者・学生たちは
ATLASの開発や運用、データ解析に携わり、本
センターは、データ解析のためのコンピュータ資
源を提供する。
　日本の企業と政府が果たした役割も大きい。
ATLASのみならず、LHC本体とCMSの建設に、
日本企業十数社が開発した素材や部品が使われ、
推定で総額150億円相当のビジネスを生んだ。そ
れを実現したのは日本政府の後押しだ。CERN加
盟国ではない日本の企業が国際入札への参加を認
められたのは、政府がいち早くLHC建設資金援
助を表明したことによる。科学史に残る偉大な発
見は、日本陣営の貢献に支えられているのである。

ヒッグス粒子発見を支えた日本陣営の貢献

論」で説明可能なのはわずか5%にすぎず、その理論
体系では「重力とは何か」を説明することもできない。
重力を発見したニュートンや、その理論を発展させた
アインシュタインの物理学と量子の世界との統合が、
大きな課題として残されている。
　ヒッグス粒子の発見とは、20世紀以来の素粒子物
理学が築き上げた金字塔であると同時に、より根源的
な問いに挑む新たな舞台の幕開けにすぎない。「物質
の根源」や「宇宙の成り立ち」を解き明かすには、従
来の理論を乗り越えていくことが求められている。物
理学者たちはすでにその新たな舞台へ登り、大きな問
いと向き合っている。

【ATLASに参加する日本の17の研究機関】
●東京大学 ●高エネルギー加速器研究機構 ●筑波大学
●早稲田大学 ●東京工業大学 ●首都大学東京
●お茶の水女子大学 ●信州大学 ●名古屋大学 ●京都大学
●京都教育大学 ●大阪大学 ●神戸大学 ●岡山大学
●広島工業大学 ●九州大学 ●長崎総合科学大学
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【LHCを支える主な日本企業】

ATLAS実験で観測された、ヒ
ッグス粒子が生成されたと考え
られる事象 ©CERN

ヒッグス博士（写真右）とアングレール博士（左）©CERN
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Dr. Francois Englert &  
Dr. Peter W. Higgs were  
awarded Nobel Prize in  
Physics in 2013

an event where a Higgs decayed into four muons

Energy distribution of two photons where a peak 
corresponding to Higgs mass is clearly seen
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Discovery of Higgs-like Particle 
at LHC (ATLAS & CMS) 

4.Jul.2012 

23 

t 

(Giardino et al., arXiv:1303.3570) 

23 

t 

(Giardino et al., arXiv:1303.3570) 



“5-sigma” Discovery

> 5 standard deviations from “no new particle” 

The probability to be an accidental mistake  
is 0.00003%
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(Giardino et al., arXiv:1303.3570) 

The discovered particle seems to  
behave like a SM Higgs boson.
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Higgs Boson
• has the same properties as vacuum (spin = 0)

• determines the stability of vacuum

• gave birth to the “weak” interaction by breaking 
the gauge symmetry & creating the gauge boson 
masses

• created our matter world by breaking the 
chiral symmetry and producing the fermion 
masses

• the key to unknown fundamental laws of the 
Universe that govern complex flavor physics

Understanding of Higgs Is Absolutely Necessary
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parton shower evolving...
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color reconfiguration 

turned into hadrons many of them decay

reached ~hadronization energy



perturbative 
QCD

(Note the reality is quantum!)

parton shower

what you want

hadronization 
(fragmentation function)
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How can we tackle these?
• Factorization Theorem:  

• Factorize the real process into stages: 
perturbative QCD / parton shower / 
fragmentation 

• Parton Shower 

• GLAP equation 

• leading log approximation 

• Fragmentation 

• PYTHIA(string), HERWIG(cluster), … 

• Defining “Jets”



proton

quark

gluon

proton

LHC

proton (anti)proton

Difficulties at Hadron Colliders

many collisions occur simultaneously



can focus only on the reaction of interest

electron positron

ILC
electron positron

Electron-Positron Colliders

hard hadron jets = quarks



International Linear Collider 
ＩＬＣ 

electrons & positrons collide





20～50km long
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500GeV machine for a larger low-energy data set), or if
additional cryogenic capacity is installed.

2.4.3. Polarisation upgrade

The baseline design foresees at least 80% electron polar-
isation at the IP, combined with 30% positron polarisa-
tion for the undulator positron source. At beam ener-
gies above 125GeV, the undulator photon flux increases
rapidly. Photon polarisation is maximal at zero emis-
sion angle; it is decreased and even inverted at larger an-
gles. Thus, collimating the surplus photon flux at larger
emission angles increases the net polarisation. Studies
indicate that 60% positron polarisation at the IP may
be possible at 500GeV centre–of–mass energy with the
addition of a photon collimator.

2.5. Civil engineering and site

In 2014, the ILC Strategy Council announced the re-
sult of its candidate site evaluation for the best possible
ILC site in Japan [98]. The evaluation was conducted
by a number of Japanese experts from universities and
industry, and reviewed by an international commitee. It
considered technical as well as socio-environmental as-
pects, and concluded that the candidate site in the Ki-
takami region is best suited for the ILC.

FIG. 16: The Kitakami candidate site for the ILC [99].

The site (Fig. 16) is located in the Japan’s northern
Tohoku region, not far from Sendai with its interna-
tional airport, in the prefectures of Iwate and Miyagi.
The closest cities are Ichinoseki, Oshu, and Kitakami,
which all o↵er Shinkansen (bullet train) access to Sendai
and Tokyo. The closest harbour is in the city of Kesen-
Numa. The coastal region in this area was severely hit
by the great Tohoku earthquake in 2011. Both prefec-
tures are supportive of the ILC project and view it as
an important part of their strategy to recover from the
earthquake disaster.

The Kitakami site was largely selected because of its
excellent geological condition. The proposed ILC trajec-
tory lies in two large, homogeneous granite formations,
the Hitokabe granite in the north and Senmaya granite
to the south. The site provides up to 50 km of space,
enough for a possible 1TeV upgrade or more, depending
on the achievable accelerating gradient. Extensive geo-
logical surveys have been conducted in the area, includ-
ing boring, seismic measurements, and electrical mea-
surements [100], as shown in Fig. 17. The surveys show
that the rock is of good quality, with no active seismic
faults in the area.
Earthquakes are frequent throughout Japan, and the

accelerator and detectors need proper supports that iso-
late them from vibrations during earthquakes and micro
tremors [101]. Proven technologies exist to cope with all
seismic events, including magnitude 9 earthquakes such
as the great Tohoku earthquake.
Vibration measurements taken during the construction

of a road tunnel show that accelerator operation would be
possible during the excavation of a tunnel for an energy
upgrade [102].

0                                   10                                   20                                  30                                   40                                 50 km 7

Electromagnetic prospecting

Seismic prospecting

Geology

SENMAYA ORIKABE

seismic prospecting
  Seamless Digital Geological Map of Japan (1:200,000)

HITOKABE

FIG. 17: Geological situation at the Kitakami site.

2.6. Cost and schedule

For the Technical Design Report, the construction cost
of the ILC accelerator was carefully evaluated from a de-
tailed, bottom–up, WBS (Work Breakdown Structure)-
based cost estimation [15, Sect. 15]. The TDR estimate
distinguishes two cost categories: Value accounts for ma-
terials and supplies procured from industry and is given
in ILCU (ILC Currency Unit, where 1 ILCU = 1US$ in
2012 prices), and Labour accounts for work performed
in the participating institutions and is given in person–
hours or person–years4.

4 One person–year corresponds to 1700 working hours.
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central
region

~20.5 km

 ~7.5 km ~7.4 km

FIG. 1: Schematic layout of the ILC in the 250GeV staged configuration.

Sec. 15.8.4]. Costs were expressed in ILC Currency Units
ILCU, where 1 ILCU corresponds to 1US$ at 2012 prices.

In the wake of the Higgs discovery, and the proposal
by the Japan Association of High Energy Physicists (JA-
HEP) to host the ILC in Japan[11] with its recommen-
dation to start with a 250GeV machine [12], plans were
made for a less expensive machine configuration with
a centre–of–mass energy of

p
s = 250GeV, around the

maximum of the Zh production cross section, half the
TDR value. Various options were studied in the TDR [15,
Sect. 12.5] and later [17]. This resulted in a revised pro-
posal [2] for an accelerator with an energy of 250GeV
and a luminosity of L = 1.35 · 1034 cm�2 s�1, capable
of delivering about 200 fb�1 per year, or 400 fb�1 within
the first four years of operation, taking into account the
ramp-up.

Several other changes of the accelerator design have
been approved by the ILC Change Management Board
since 2013, in particular:

• The free space between the interaction point and
the edge of the final focus quadrupoles (L⇤) was
unified between the ILD and SiD detectors [18],
facilitating a machine layout with the best possible
luminosity for both detectors.

• A vertical access shaft to the experimental cav-
ern was foreseen [19], allowing a CMS-style assem-
bly concept for the detectors, where large detector
parts are built in an above-ground hall while the
underground cavern is still being prepared.

• The shield wall thickness in the Main Linac tunnel
was reduced from 3.5 to 1.5m [20], leading to a
significant cost reduction. This was made possible
by dropping the requirement for personnel access
during beam operation of the main linac.

• Power ratings for the main beam dumps, and inter-
mediate beam dumps for beam aborts and machine
tuning, were reduced to save costs [21].

• A revision of the expected horizontal beam emit-
tance at the interaction point at 125GeV beam en-
ergy, based on improved performance expectations
for the damping rings and a more thorough scrutiny
of beam transport e↵ects at lower beam energies,
lead to an increase of the luminosity expectation
from 0.82 to 1.35 · 1034 cm�2 s�1 [22].

• The active length of the positron source undulator
has been increased from 147 to 231m to provide
su�cient intensity at 125GeV beam energy [23].

These changes contributed to an overall cost reduction,
risk mitigation, and improved performance expectation.
Several possibilities were evaluated for the length of the

initial tunnel. Options that include building tunnels with
the length required for a machine with

p
s = 350GeV or

500GeV, were considered. In these scenarios, an energy
upgrade would require the installation of additional cry-
omodules (with RF and cryogenic supplies), but little
or no civil engineering activities. In order to be as cost
e↵ective as possible, the final proposal (see Figure 1), en-
dorsed by ICFA [24], does not include these empty tunnel
options.
While the length of the main linac tunnel was reduced,

the beam delivery system and the main dumps are still
designed to allow for an energy upgrade up to

p
s =

1TeV.

2.2. Superconducting RF Technology

The heart of the ILC accelerator consists of the two su-
perconducting Main Linacs that accelerate both beams

ILC (250 GeV) schematic

superconducting RF cavities cryostat

detector

collision
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assumed to be more stringent. These instabilities arise
from electrons and ions being attracted by the circulating
beam towards the beam axis. A low base vacuum pres-
sure of 10�7 Pa is required to limit these e↵ects to the
required level. In addition, gaps between bunch trains of
around 50 bunches are required in the DR filling pattern,
which permits the use of clearing electrodes to mitigate
EC formation. These techniques have been developed
and tested at the CESR-TA facility [81]

In the damping rings, the bunch separation is only
6.4 ns (3.2 ns for a luminosity upgrade to 2625 bunches).
Extracting individual bunches without a↵ecting their
emittance requires kickers with rise/fall times of 3 ns or
less. Such systems have been tested at ATF [82].

The damping ring RF system will employ supercon-
ducting cavities operating at half the Main Linac fre-
quency (650MHz). Klystrons and accelerator modules
can be scaled from existing 500MHz units in operation
at CESR and KEK [15, Sec. 6.6].

2.3.3. Low emittance beam transport: ring to Main

Linac (RTML)

The Ring to Main Linac (RTML) system [15, Chap. 7] is
responsible for transporting and matching the beam from
the Damping Ring to the entrance of the Main Linac. Its
main objectives are

• transport of the beams from the Damping Rings
at the center of the accelerator complex to the up-
stream ends of the Main Linacs,

• collimation of the beam halo generated in the
Damping Rings,

• rotation of the spin polarisation vector from the
vertical to the desired angle at the IP (typically, in
longitudinal direction).

The RTML consists of two arms for the positrons and
the electrons. Each arm comprises a damping ring ex-
traction line transferring the beams from the damping
ring extraction into the main linac tunnel, a long low
emittance transfer line (LTL), the turnaround section at
the upstream end of each accelerator arm, and a spin
rotation and diagnostics section.

The long transport line is the largest, most costly part
of the RTML. The main challenge is to transport the
low emittance beam at 5GeV with minimal emittance
increase, and in a cost-e↵ective manner, considering that
its total length is about 14 km for the 250GeV machine.

In order to preserve the polarisation of the particles
generated in the sources, their spins are rotated into a
vertical direction (perpendicular to the Damping Ring
plane) before injection into the Damping Rings. A set
of two rotators [83] employing superconducting solenoids
allows to rotate the spin into any direction required.

At the end of the RTML, after the spin rotation sec-
tion and before injection into the bunch compressors

(which are considered part of the Main Linac, not the
RTML [84]), a diagnostics section allows measurement of
the emittance and the coupling between the horizontal
and vertical plane. A skew quadrupole system is included
to correct for any such coupling.
A number of circular fixed-aperture and rectangular

variable-aperture collimators in the RTML provide beta-
tron collimation at the beginning of the LTL, in the turn
around and before the bunch compressors.

2.3.4. Bunch compressors and Main Linac

FIG. 12: Artist’s rendition of the ILC Main Linac tunnel.
The shield wall in the middle has been removed.

c�Rey.Hori/KEK.

The heart of the ILC are the two Main Linacs, which
accelerate the beams from 5 to 125GeV. The linac tun-
nel, as depicted in Figs. 12 and 13, has two parts, sepa-
rated by a shield wall. One side (on the right in Fig. 12)
houses the beamline with the accelerating cryomodules
as well as the RTML beamline hanging on the ceiling.
The other side contains power supplies, control electron-
ics, and the modulators and klystrons of the High-Level
RF system. The concrete shield wall (indicated as a dark-
grey strip in in Fig. 12) has a thickness of 1.5m [20]. The
shield wall allows access to the electronics, klystrons and
modulators during operation of the klystrons with cold
cryomodules, protecting personnel from X-ray radiation
emanating from the cavities caused by dark currents. Ac-
cess during beam operation, which would require a wall
thickness of 3.5m, is not possible.
The first part of the Main Linac is a two-stage bunch

compressor system [15, Sec. 7.3.3.5], each consisting of
an accelerating section followed by a wiggler. The first
stage operates at 5GeV, with no net acceleration, the
second stage accelerates the beam to 15GeV. The bunch
compressors reduce the bunch length from 6 to 0.3mm.
After the bunch compressors, the Main Linac continues

for about 6 km with a long section consisting entirely of
cryomodules, bringing the beam to 125GeV.
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FIG. 13: Cross section through the Main Linac tunnel.

a. RF distribution: Each cryomodule contains 9
cavities, or for every third module, 8 cavities and a
package with a superconducting quadrupole, corrector
magnets, and beam position monitor. Nine such mod-
ules, with a total of 117 cavities, are powered by 2
klystrons and provide 3.83(4.29)GeV at a gradient of
31.5(35)MV/m. Table II gives an overview over the units
that form the linacs. The waveguide distribution system
allows an easy refurbishment to connect a third klystron
for a luminosity upgrade. The 50% RF power increase
would allow 50% higher current through smaller bunch
separation, and longer beam pulses because of a reduced
filling time, so that the number of bunches per pulse and
hence the luminosity can be doubled, while the RF pulse
duration of 1.65ms stays constant.

b. Cryogenic supply: A 9 module unit forms a cryo
string, which is connected to the helium supply line with
a Joule-Thomson valve. All helium lines are part of the
cryomodule, obviating the need for a separate helium
transfer line. Up to 21 strings with 189 modules and
2.4 km total length can be connected to a single plant;
this is limited by practical plant sizes and the gas–return
header pressure drop.

Unit Comprises Length Voltage
Cavity 1.038m active length 1.25m 32.6/36.2MV
Cryomodule 8 2

/3 cavities 12.65m 282/314MV
RF Unit 4.5 cryomodules 58.2m 1.27/1.41GV
Cryostring 2 RF units 116.4m 2.54/2.82GV
Cryounit up to 21 cryostrings 2454m 53.4/39.3GV

TABLE II: Units that make up the main linacs. The
voltage takes into account that the beam is 5� shifted in

phase (“o↵ crest”) for longitudinal stability, and is given for
an average gradient of 31.5/35MV/m. A RF unit is powered
by one klystron, each cryostring is connected by a valve box
to the liquid helium supply, and a cryounit is supplied by
one cryogenic plant. Total lengths include additional space

between components.

c. Cost reduction from larger gradients: Figure 14
shows the layout of the cryogenic supply system for the

250GeV machine. At the top, the situation is depicted
for the gradient of 31.5MV/m with a quality factor of
Q0 = 1.0 · 1010, as assumed in the TDR [15]. In this
case, the access points PM±10 would house two cryo-
genic plants, each supplying up to 189 cryomodules or
an equivalent cryogenic load. In this configuration 6
large plants in the access halls plus 2 smaller plants in
the central region would be needed. The bottom pic-
ture shows the situation for a gradient of 35MV/m with
Q0 = 1.6 · 1010, as could be expected from successful
R&D. The increased gradient would allow reduction of
the total number of cryomodules by roughly 10% from
987 to 906. The increased quality factor would reduce
the dynamic losses such that 4 cryo plants would provide
su�cient helium.
In general, the accelerator is designed to make good

use of any anticipated performance gain from continued
high gradient R&D, in the case that raising the gradient
is seen to be beneficial from an economical point of view,
without incurring unwanted technology risk.

2.3.5. Beam delivery system and machine detector in-

terface

The Beam Delivery System (BDS) transports the e
+
/e

�

beams from the end of the main linacs, focuses them to
the required small beam spot at the Interaction Point
(IP), brings them into collision, and transports the spent
beams to the main dumps [15, Chap. 8]. The main
functions of the BDS are

• measuring the main linac beam parameters and
matching it into the final focus.

• protecting beamline and detector from mis-steered
beams 3.

• removing large amplitude (beam–halo) and o↵–
momentum particles from the beam to minimize
background in the detector.

• accurately measuring the key parameters energy
and polarisation before and after the collisions.

The BDS must provide su�cient diagnostic and feedback
systems to achieve these goals.
The BDS is designed such that it can be upgraded to

a maximum beam energy of 500GeV; components such
as the beam dumps, that are not cost drivers for the
overall project but would be cumbersome to replace later,
are dimensioned for the maximum beam energy from the
beginning. In other places, such as the energy collimation
dogleg, those components necessary for 125GeV beam
operation are installed and space for a later upgrade is
reserved.

3 On the electron side, the protective fast beam abort system is
actually located upstream of the positron source undulator.
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Z  tagged

Can measure Higgs whatever they decay into

Z

H

μ+

μ−

e+

e−

Z X

M2
X =

�
pCM � (pµ+ + pµ�)

�2

Y1 = �ZH / g2
HZZ

well defined initial states at e+e-

recoil mass technique —> tag Z only

Higgs is tagged without looking into H decay

absolute cross section of e+e- —> ZH

(ii-1) inclusive σZH: the key of model independence 

�gHZZ � 0.38%

for Z->ll (leptonic recoil), Yan et al, arXiv:1604.07524;  

for Z->qq (hadronic recoil), Thomson, arXiv:1509.02853

�mH = 14MeV

!24
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Q1: What is the best implementation for a Higgs factory? 
Choice and challenges for accelerator technology: linear vs. circular?FCC-ee: Your Questions Answered

Contribution to the European Particle Physics Strategy Update 2018-2020

(See next page for the list of authors)

Abstract

This document answers in simple terms many FAQs about FCC-ee, including comparisons

with other colliders. It complements the FCC-ee CDR [1] and the FCC Physics CDR [2] by

addressing many questions from non-experts and clarifying issues raised during the European

Strategy symposium in Granada, with a view to informing discussions in the period between

now and the final endorsement by the CERN Council in 2020 of the European Strategy Group

recommendations. This document will be regularly updated as more questions
1

appear or new

information becomes available.

Figure 1: Baseline FCC tunnel layout with a perimeter of 97.5 km, and optimized placement in the

Geneva basin, showing the main topographical and geological features.

1Send your questions to patrick.janot@cern.ch and alain.blondel@cern.ch
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CLIC  ~11-50 km

FCCee   ~100 km
a similar proposal CEPC in China



Geoffrey Taylor “Perspective on the European Strategy from Asia”, EPPSU2019, Granada

e+e- Lumi Comparison
• Apparently 

significant 
difference at  the 
overlap region 
(~250GeV) quite a 
range of luminosities 

• See D Schulte’s talk: 
differences should 
not be taken too 
seriously at this 
stage!

!27

- Original Plot, F. Bedeschi , CEPC Workshop, Rome, May 2018 
- Updates Private communication, Keisuke Fujii, IPNS, KEK

circular colliders
limited by synchrotron radiation

linear colliders

Luminosity   vs.   Energy
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Unique for Linear Colliders
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FIG. 60: Diagrams contributing to (a) e+e� ! Zhh and (b) e+e� ! ⌫⌫hh.
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FIG. 61: Cross sections for the double Higgs production
processes, e+e� ! Zhh and e

+
e
� ! ⌫⌫hh, as a function ofp

s for mh = 125GeV.

both reactions, to get the correct extrapolation a careful
analysis taking into account the dependence on

p
s for

both the total cross sections and interference contribu-
tions was performed in Ref. [216]. The results are shown
in Fig. 62 as the blue lines for the two reactions. In ad-
dition to the results from realistic full simulations, the
expectations for the ideal case, assuming no background
and 100% signal e�ciency, are shown as the red lines
in the figure. The di↵erences between the blue and the
read lines, is as large as a factor of 4-5. This suggests
that there is much room for improvement in the clus-
tering algorithm used to identify 2-jet systems with the
Higgs boson mass, which lead to improvements in the fi-
nal results. Improvements could also come from better
flavor-tagging algorithms and inclusion of additional sig-
nal channels such as Z ! ⌧

+
⌧
�. The figure does imply

that
p
s = 500–600 GeV is optimal for e+e� ! Zhh but

that CM energies of 1 TeV or above would be needed for
e
+
e
�
! ⌫⌫hh.

Since large deviations of the trilinear Higgs coupling
are expected in some new physics models, in particular
in models of electroweak baryogenesis, it is interesting
to see how the expected precisions would change in that
case. Figure 63(left) gives the cross sections of the two re-
actions as a function of the actual triple Higgs coupling �,
and Figure 63(right) shows the expected precisions of the
ILC measurements. The natures of interference between
the triple Higgs coupling and the SM production am-
plitude is very di↵erent for the two reactions, construc-
tive for e+e� ! Zhh but destructive for e+e� ! ⌫⌫hh.
Therefore, the two reactions, useful at 500 GeV and 1
TeV respectively, are complementary in determining the
trilinear Higgs coupling. If the trilinear Higgs coupling is
indeed a factor of 2 larger, as expected in some models,
the double Higgsstrahlung process at 500 GeV becomes
very useful and would already provide a measurement of
around 15% precision for the trilinear Higgs coupling.

The indirect determination of the trilinear Higgs cou-
pling is based on the observation of McCullough [217]
that the cross section for e

+
e
�

! ZH contains a ra-
diative correction involving the trilinear coupling that
lower the cross section by about 1.5% from 250 GeV to
500 GeV, with most of the decrease taking place below
350 GeV. Taken a face value in the simple context with
only the trilinear coupling free, the ILC cross section
measurements would determine the trilinear coupling to
about 40%.

It is important to note, however, that the determina-
tion of the trilinear coupling involves two separate ques-
tions. First, is the SM violated? The accuracies with
which this question can be answered are those given
above. Second, can the violation of the SM be attributed
to a change in the trilinear coupling or the Higgs poten-
tial rather than being due to other possible new physics
e↵ects? A precise way to ask this question is: Can the
shift of the trilinear coupling be measured independently
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tions was performed in Ref. [216]. The results are shown
in Fig. 62 as the blue lines for the two reactions. In ad-
dition to the results from realistic full simulations, the
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actions as a function of the actual triple Higgs coupling �,
and Figure 63(right) shows the expected precisions of the
ILC measurements. The natures of interference between
the triple Higgs coupling and the SM production am-
plitude is very di↵erent for the two reactions, construc-
tive for e+e� ! Zhh but destructive for e+e� ! ⌫⌫hh.
Therefore, the two reactions, useful at 500 GeV and 1
TeV respectively, are complementary in determining the
trilinear Higgs coupling. If the trilinear Higgs coupling is
indeed a factor of 2 larger, as expected in some models,
the double Higgsstrahlung process at 500 GeV becomes
very useful and would already provide a measurement of
around 15% precision for the trilinear Higgs coupling.

The indirect determination of the trilinear Higgs cou-
pling is based on the observation of McCullough [217]
that the cross section for e
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! ZH contains a ra-
diative correction involving the trilinear coupling that
lower the cross section by about 1.5% from 250 GeV to
500 GeV, with most of the decrease taking place below
350 GeV. Taken a face value in the simple context with
only the trilinear coupling free, the ILC cross section
measurements would determine the trilinear coupling to
about 40%.

It is important to note, however, that the determina-
tion of the trilinear coupling involves two separate ques-
tions. First, is the SM violated? The accuracies with
which this question can be answered are those given
above. Second, can the violation of the SM be attributed
to a change in the trilinear coupling or the Higgs poten-
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(ii-2) Higgs self-coupling

direct probe of the Higgs potential
large deviation (> 20%) motivated by 
electroweak baryongenesis, could be ~100%
√s>=500 GeV, e+e- —> ZHH
√s>=1 TeV, e+e- —> ννHH (WW-fusion)
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��HHH/�HHH 500 GeV + 1 TeV

Snowmass 46% 13%

H20 27% 10%

1.4 TeV +3 TeV

24% 11%

ILC

CLIC

Higgs self-coupling  - How they broke the symmetry?



2 

Lindner, ZP C31(1986)295 

Theoretical Constraints for MH 

1) Unitarity   
2) Triviality 
3) Vacuum stability 

Hambye & Riesselmann, hep-ph/9708416 Triviality 

Vacuum 
stability 

Mtop 

MH 



vacuum stability

λ runs < 0? top mass precision crucial 
for vacuum stability
at e+e-: top-pair threshold scan, much 
lower theory error
Δmt(MS-bar) ~ 50 MeV (ΔmH=14MeV)

Degrassi et al, JHEP 1208 (2012) 098

!51if there is nothing new up to the Planck scale



(ii-2) Higgs self-coupling

direct probe of the Higgs potential
large deviation (> 20%) motivated by 
electroweak baryongenesis, could be ~100%
√s>=500 GeV, e+e- —> ZHH
√s>=1 TeV, e+e- —> ννHH (WW-fusion)
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��HHH/�HHH 500 GeV + 1 TeV

Snowmass 46% 13%

H20 27% 10%

1.4 TeV +3 TeV

24% 11%

ILC

CLIC



SM EFFECTIVE FIELD 
THEORY FOR  

PRECISION HIGGS STUDIES



• Simple-minded assumptions of κ-fits fail when it comes to  
precision studies below a few% precision 

• σ(e+e- ->Zh) ϥ κ2Z ϥΓ(h->ZZ*) not any more: 
EFT is more general than kappa-framework

 29

Z

Z
He+

e−

Z

Z
H

e +

e −

Z

Z
H

e +

e −

�=

answer to Q1:

�L = (1 + �Z)
m2

Z

v
hZµZµ + �Z

h

2v
Zµ�Zµ�



• SM Lagrangian decoupled from “new physics” by the new physics 
scale Λ which may be > 500 GeV suggested by the LHC results.  

• Dimension-5 operator = neutrino mass by “seesaw” mechanism 

• There are 59 dimension-6 operators (single generation) that 
conserve B and CP.  Fewer operators relevant to e+e- colliders. 

a strategy: SM Effective Field Theory

 11

Le� = LSM + �L

the new particle searches at LHC suggest Λ>500 GeV

= LSM +
�

i

ci

�di�4
Oi

justify the analysis at dimension-6 operators

there are 84 of such operators for 1 fermion generation

if baryon number and CP conservation, there are 59

luckily, there exists a smaller set relevant to physics at e+e-

SM Effective Field Theory Approach to “New Physics”

a strategy: SM Effective Field Theory

 8

Le� = LSM + �L

Oi: dimension di operators, respect SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) of LSM 
ci: Wilson coefficients 
Λ: EFT cutoff scale

= LSM +
�

i

ci

�di�4
Oi

ΔL represent the most general effects of BSM physics

(arXiv:1512.03433)

comprehensive review, arXiv:1610.0792



• Four-fermion interactions for weak interaction can 
be considered to be effective dim-6 operator 
where the “new physics scale” was MW. 

�gµ� + qµq�/M2
W

q2 � M2
W

q2 << M2
W gµ�

M2
W

a well known example: 4-fermion effective theory for weak decay

non-renormalizable

An Old Example



SM Effective Field Theory

 14

+ 4 SM parameters: g, g’, v, λ
10 operators (h,W,Z,γ): cH, cT, c6, cWW, cWB, cBB, c3W, cHL, c’HL, cHE

+ 5 operators modifying h couplings to b, c, τ, μ, g
+ 2 parameters for h->invisible and exotic

full formalism 
23 parameters

+ 2 for contact interaction with quarks



e+e� ! W+W� at 500 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="TYsGDApYUd0S79tURiz+e2GweF8=">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</latexit>





discrimination between BSM models (ILC250 stage)
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once find deviation against SM —> can tell which BSM
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EFT interpretation
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discrimination between BSM models (ILC500 stage)
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GRAND UNIFIED 
THEORIES (GUT)

(continuing from the last lecture)



DONEC QUIS NUNC









Success of GUT !!





















Even SuperK cannot discover them yet 



74mφ × 78m

HyperKamiokande
fiducial volume 190k ton

18

p Æ e+p0 

MC

Hyper-K LAr

Signal e ~39% 45%

BG / Mton yr 0.7 ~1

10yr. Sens. 90% 1.0 x 1035 yr  ~1034

 E6ciency and background rates are similar for Hyper-K and LAr detector
� This is basically true for other lepton + p modes as well 
� Smaller size of LAr detector makes it less compe��ve, generally nuclear eDects 

are expected to be larger 
 Hyper-K is the only eDec�ve way to probe this decay beyond exis�ng limits
� A 40 kton LAr detector would provide suppor�ng evidence if t~1034 years

Hyper-K 
Selec�on

Proton Decay: p → e+π0

* LAr numbers from JHEP 0704 (2007) 041 



19Proton Decay: p → e+π0

Atm. ν Background 45 Mton yr
Bound Proton Decays (16O) 

Free Proton Decays (1H)  

 Signal e6ciencies and background rates as well as systema�c uncertain�es have been 

taken from extensions of SK analyses
 Background reduc�on for HD Tank  is based on 70% e6cient neutron tagging

R. Wendell, HKAC Meeting, Feb 2016
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Nucleon Decay Physics Potential

R. Wendell, HKAC Meeting, Feb 2016

（年）

陽子の崩壊

e+

γ線

γ線

π0 年

東大宇宙線研

Protons live longer than  
the age of the Universe 
(～1010 years)

HyperKamiokande
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of the measurements with the others, exclusive averages,
leaving out one of the 8 measurements at a time, are cal-
culated. These are presented in the 5th column of table 1,
together with the corresponding number of standard de-
viations 5 between the exclusive mean and the respective
single measurement.

As can be seen, the values of exclusive means vary only
between a minimum of 0.11818 and a maximum 0.11876.
Note that in the case of these exclusive means and ac-
cording to the ”rules” of calculating their overall errors,
in four out of the eight cases small error scaling factors
of g = 1.06...1.08 had to be applied, while in the other
cases, overall correlation factors of about 0.1, and in one
case of 0.7, had to be applied to assure χ2/ndf = 1. Most
notably, the average value αs(MZ0) changes to αs(MZ0) =
0.1186±0.0011when omitting the result from lattice QCD.

5 Summary and Discussion

In this review, new results and measurements of αs are
summarised, and the world average value of αs(MZ0), as
previously given in [7,28,6], is updated. Based on eight
recent measurements, which partly use new and improved
N3LO, NNLO and lattice QCD predictions, the new av-
erage value is

αs(MZ0) = 0.1184± 0.0007 ,

which corresponds to

Λ(5)

MS
= (213 ± 9 )MeV .

This result is consistent with the one obtained in the pre-
viuos review three years ago [28], which was αs(MZ0) =
0.1189±0.0010. The previous and the actual world average
have been obtained from a non-overlapping set of single
results; their agreement therefore demonstrates a large de-
gree of compatibility between the old and the new, largely
improved set of measurements.

The individual mesurements, as listed in table 1 and
displayed in figure 5, show a very satisfactory agreement
with each other and with the overall average: only one
out of eight measurements exceeds a deviation from the
average by more than one standard deviation, and the
largest deviation between any two out of the eight results,
namely the ones from τ decays and from structure func-
tions, amounts to 2 standard deviations 6.

There remains, however, an apparent and long-standing
systematic difference: results from structure functions pre-
fer smaller values of αs(MZ0) than most of the others, i.e.
those from e+e− annihilations, from τ decays, but also
those from jet production in deep inelastic scattering. This
issue apparently remains to be true, although almost all of
the new results are based on significantly improved QCD

5 The number of standard deviations is defined as the
square-root of the value of χ2.

6 assuming their assigned total errors to be fully uncorre-
lated.

predictions, up to N3LO for structure functions, τ and Z0

hadronic widths, and NNLO for e+e− event shapes.
The reliability of “measurements” of αs based on “ex-

periments” on the lattice have gradually improved over
the years, too. Including vaccum polarisation of three light
quark flavours and extended means to understand and cor-
rect for finite lattice spacing and volume effects, the overall
error of these results significally decreased over time, while
the value of αs(MZ0) gradually approached the world aver-
age. Lattice results today quote the smallest overall error
on αs(MZ0); it is, however, ensuring to see and note that
the world average without lattice results is only marginally
different, while the small size of the total uncertainty on
the world average is, naturally, largely influenced by the
lattice result.

QCD α  (Μ  ) = 0.1184 ± 0.0007s Z

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

ααs (Q)

1 10 100Q [GeV]

Heavy Quarkonia
e+e–  Annihilation
Deep Inelastic Scattering

July 2009

Fig. 6. Summary of measurements of αs as a function of the
respective energy scale Q. The curves are QCD predictions for
the combined world average value of αs(MZ0), in 4-loop ap-
proximation and using 3-loop threshold matching at the heavy
quark pole masses Mc = 1.5 GeV and Mb = 4.7 GeV. Full sym-
bols are results based on N3LO QCD, open circles are based on
NNLO, open triangles and squares on NLO QCD. The cross-
filled square is based on lattice QCD. The filled triangle at
Q = 20 GeV (from DIS structure functions) is calculated from
the original result which includes data in the energy range from
Q =2 to 170 GeV.

In order to demonstrate the agreement of measure-
ments with the specific energy dependence of αs predicted
by QCD, in figure 6 the recent measurements of αs are
shown as a function of the energy scale Q. For those results
which are based on several αs determinations at different
values of energy scales Q, the individual values of αs(Q)

Siegfried Bethke: The 2009 World Average of αs 13

are displayed. For the value from structure functions such
a breakup is not possible; instead, the corresponding re-
sult derived for a typical energy scale of Q = 20 GeV is
displayed.

The measurements significantly prove the validity of
the concept of asymptotic freedom; they are in perfect
agreement with the QCD prediction of the running cou-
pling. This is further corroborated by figure 7, where a
selected sample of the measurements is plotted, now as
a function of 1/ logQ, in order to demonstrate the data
reproducing the specific logarithmic shape of the running
as predicted by QCD, signalling that indeed αs(Q) → 0
for Q → ∞.

QCD O(αs) ΛMS = 213 MeV
no flavour threshold matching

(5)4

0.20

0.30

0.40

αα    (Q)s

0.10

0.00
0 1 2 3 4 6

  1 / log(Q/GeV)

1.
787.
5

91
.2

35
.0

20
6

∞∞   Q [GeV]

5

Fig. 7. Selected measurements of αs, as a function of the in-
verse logarithm of the energy scale Q, in order to demonstrate
concordance with Asymptotic Freedom. The full line is the
QCD prediction in 4-loop approximation with 3-loop threshold
matching at the heavy quark pole masses. The dashed line indi-
cates extrapolation of the 5-flavour prediction without thresh-
old matching.

What are the future prospects of measurements of αs?
With the given degree of data and theory precision, fur-
ther improvements will be difficult and may take quite
some time. Experimentally, a linear e+e− collider, espe-
cially if run in the “Giga-Z” mode, has the potential to
decrease the dominating experimental error of αs(MZ0)

from the measurement of RZ , down and below its theo-
retical uncertainty which currently is assumed to be, in
N3LO, ±0.0005.

While it is unlikely that QCD perturbation theory will
improve to yet one order higher than the existing N3LO or
NNLO predictions, improvements are likely, and actually
are very neccessary, for QCD predictions of jet produc-
tion in deep inelastic scattering and in hadron collisions,
where calculations currently are limited to NLO. The pre-
cision of QCD tests, but also the sensitivity for observing
new physics signals at the LHC, will largely depend on a
further advancement of QCD predictions for hadron colli-
sions.

Future improvement of theoretical predictions and mod-
els require the conservation of data and of reconstruction
and simulation code of current and past experiments; es-
pecially in the case of deep inelastic scattering data, re-
application of improved predictions and models carry a
large potential for future advancements in this field.

Last but not least, further developments of non- per-
turbative methods are mandatory to bridge the gap be-
tween quarks and gluons and their final states, hadrons.
They may in fact shed more light into the systematic
differences between some classes of measurements as dis-
cussed above.
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Asymptotic freedom of strong interaction

diverges at < 1GeV

becomes zero (free) at infinite energy

Experimentally  
confirmed !



Force strength  
changes as energy

＝ ＋ ＋ ＋

vacuum polarization

?

e- e+

γ
e- e+



“Running” Coupling Constant αS(E)

µ2 ⌅�S

⌅µ2
= ⇥(�S) = b0�

2
S + b1�

3
S + O(�4

S)

b0 = �11CA � 2nf

12�
< 0

�S(Q2) =
�S(µ2)

1� b0�S(µ2) ln Q2

µ2

renormalization group equation（RGE）

physics should be independent of  μ = renormalization scale
# of colors

# of flavors = # quark types

QCD coupling constant

depends on  
energy scale

weaker for higher energy



higher orders in perturbation series...
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cf. Electromagnetic force becomes 
weaker for higher E

�(Q2) =
�(µ2)

1� �(µ2)
3⇤ log

�
Q2

µ2

⇥

b0 =
1
3�

�(m2
e) � � ⇥ 1

137



OLD GUT DIED BUT NEW GUT UNIFIES!
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Proton Decay : p  → ν K+

K+

ν  K+ momentum is 340 MeV/c [ Cherenkov threshold (749 MeV/c) ]
 However, K+ experiences no nuclear interactions and escapes 
 Strategy: search for evidence of isolated K+ via its decays
Cannot reconstruct the original proton mass 

νµ

K+ → µ+νµ K+ → π+π0BR: 65% BR: 21%

Search Methods
1) Nuclear deexitation γ, µ, and decay e+
2) Monochromatic µ from K+ decay  

Search Method
 3) π+ and two γ from π0 decay

236 MeV/c 205 MeV/c

Faster PMT �ming and higher photon yield in 
the Hyper-K HD design improve signal e6ciency 

R. Wendell, HKAC Meeting, Feb 2016
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Nucleon Decay Physics Potential

R. Wendell, HKAC Meeting, Feb 2016

年

Protons live longer than  
the age of the Universe 
(～1010 years)

HyperKamiokande



OLD GUT DIED BUT NEW GUT UNIFIES!













Liquid xenon photon detector

Pixelated timing counter

Cylindrical drift chamber

COBRA  
superconducting magnet

Radiative decay counter

μ+γ
e+

Electronics  
& TDAQ

PSI 1.3 MW ring cyclotron 
delivering 1×108 µ+/s

MEG II experiment 
in search of μ+→e+γ  
with state-of-the-art detectors





MEG II status & prospects
● All the detectors were successfully 

upgraded from MEG 
! to make maximum use of the highest intensity DC 

mu beam to date. 
! Full engineering run this year 

● Physics data acquisition from 
2020 
for (at least) 3 years to reach a 
sensitivity  6×10-14. 
! will exceed MEG limit in a few months DAQ 

● To go beyond MEG II requires 
● A new higher intensity muon beam line 
● A new concept of experiment 
! HiMB project at PSI will offer 1010 μ/s. 
■ As a part of the project, a new production target, increasing μ 

yield 30-50%, is going to be tested at the MEG II beam line 
this year. 

! Concept & detector technologies are under 
investigation aiming for a sensitivity of O(10-15).

EPJ C 78 (2018) 380



Phase Transition of the Universe

All particles are of same kind 
There is only one force

quark

lepton

Diverged to three forces 
& quake and leptons

GUT Present UniversePrimordial Universe

Vacuum Energy（latent heat）

Vacuum Energy Released 
（Initiating Big Bang)



Water 
contains latent heat

Ice 
Latent heat released

PHASE TRANSITION OF WATER



Inflationary Expansion
• According to Einstein’s eq’s, if the 

vacuum has energy, a microscopic 
Universe will expand exponentially to 
become a uniform macroscopic 
Universe (“Inflation”)

• ~same temperature everywhere

• but with tiny quantum 
fluctuations

• The Big Bang starts when GUT 
breaks and the phase transition 
occurs by emitting the vacuum energy

Prof. K. Sato

Vacuum Energy ＝ Cosmological constant?



Afterglow of Big Bang

• Hot matter radiates 
（black body）Cosmic Microwave 

Background（CMB）

Light arriving from all directions
discovery in 1964

• The expansion lowered 
the temperature down 
to 2.7K

• ~400 photons in 1 cm3
～temp of Universe



15 m horn antenna of the US Bell Lab



Temperature Map of the Universe

Page 9 

The cosmic microwave background 
Temperature anisotropies 

François R. Bouchet,  "Planck main cosmological results", 17/06/2013 

 

 

 
 

François R. Bouchet,  "Planck main cosmological results", 17/06/2013 3 "Cosmology & Fundamental Physics with Planck", CERN 

Planck satellite ＠Lagrange point

a variation of 10-5 
quantum fluctuation expanded 
to the large scale by inflation

It gave birth to groups of 
galaxies today



larger smaller

Standard Model  
　＋Dark Matter  ＋Inflation

Particle Physics can explain the Big Bang



r = 0.01

∑mν = 0

∑mν = 1.5 eV

CMB Polarization

Temperature

lensing of EE to BB

B modes

E modes
lensing B modes

CMB Polarization keeps 
traces of gravitational waves of 

cosmic inflation

Theory Prediction

traces of grave wave

multipole number

angular scale smallerlarger





E modes

density oscillations

CMB Polarization

Temperature

The frontier is CMB lensing and polarization,  
and the future of CMB lensing is polarization. 

density oscillations

Inflationary Gravitational wave oscillations

B modes

reionization bump 
recombination bump

CMB Polarization

E modes

Temperature

BICEP2 Collaboration arXiv:1403.3985

E modes B modes

• BICEP2 discovered B mode polarization in CMB in 2014 
• A collaborative analyses with Planck data revealed they come  

from cosmic dust 
→ r < 0.1、perhaps ～0.01 or smaller？

evidence of inflation（r ～ 0.2）？

particular to  
grav waves

Tensor (gravitational) perturbation amplitude

Scalar (density) perturbation amplitude
r ≡ 

r = 0.1, 2x1016GeV

r = 0.01

energy = 1016
� r

0.01

� 1
4

GeV

time = 10�36
� r

0.01

�� 1
2

seconds

CMB Polarization

B modes

Temperature

E modes

GUT energy and timing









Rapid progress.  All within last 3 years.

BICEP/KECK  
dust corrected

Current status CMB polarization

E modes

lensing 
B modesInflationary 

B modes 
 r = 0.1

Planck 
BICEP/Keck 
ACTPol 
SPTpol 100d (BB) 
SPTpol 500d (EE) 
Polarbear

lensinglen
sin

g

J. Carlstrom, ICHEP2017, Chicago



inflationary
gravity wave  
B modes

10 nK ➝

reionization bump 
CLASS exploring  
from the ground; 

LiteBIRD, PIXIE, &  
CORE satellites proposals

recombination bump
key target of CMB-S4

… still a long,  
long way to go.

Foregrounds for 90% of sky

lensing
B modes

E modes

Polarization status and future challenge

J. Carlstrom, ICHEP2017, Chicago
Japan-lead satellite project

data = black points

effects of cosmic dust
needs to be reduced





with B mode



without B mode





HOMEWORK 
JUNE 10

You may either email to Mori or hand to Ishino on June 17.



HOMEWORK JUNE 10
• Verify that the three coupling constants αi (i=1,2,3) converge at 

about 2×1016GeV.  Also confirm that supersymmetry is necessary.  
The renormalization group equations (1-loop) are:  
 
 
The corresponding beta functions are:  
 
 
 
where n is the number of generations and the second parenthesis 
in each beta function corresponds to the supersymmetric 
contribution.  Assume at the Z0 mass, E=MZ, that  
                          ,                            ,       and                     .  
Here                   (              is a SU(5) Clebsch-Gordan coefficient),  
                   ,                ,                     ,  and                               .  
(continuing to the next page) 

1
αi(μ)

=
1

αi(MZ)
−

bi

2π
log

μ
MZ

b1 = −
1
3

[(−4n −
3
10

) − (2n +
3
2

)] b3 = −
1
3

[(33 − 4n) − (6 + 2n)]

b2 = −
1
3

[(22 − 4n −
1
2

) − (4 + 2n +
5
2

)]

α−1(MZ) ≃ 128 sin2 θW ≃ 0.23 αS(MZ) ≃ 0.12

α1 = C2g2
1 /4π C = 5/3

α = e2/4π α2 = g2
2 /4π α3 = g2

3 /4π = αS e = g1 cos θW = g2 sin θW



• (continuing) What happens if the number of generations is larger 
(4, 5, 6, …).  

• How much water will be necessary to confirm proton decays if 
their life time is 1030 years?  What if it is 1036 years?  Compare 
them with the volumes of the SuperKamiokande and 
HyperKamiokande.  
How many cosmic rays will hit such a water detector while a single 
proton decays if it is constructed on the ground. 

secondary cosmic rays (wikipedia.org)

http://wikipedia.org

